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ABSTRACT: A semiempirical model for the axial mixing of fuel particles in the dense region of a fluidized bed is presented and
validated against experimental magnetic particle tracking in a fluid-dynamically downscaled fluidized bed (Köhler et al. Powder
Technol., 2017, 316, 492−499) that resembles hot, large-scale conditions. The model divides the bottom region into three mixing
zones: a rising bubble wake solid zone, a zone with sinking emulsion solids, and the splash zone above the dense bed. In the
emulsion zone, which is crucial for the mixing, the axial motion of the fuel particle is shown to be satisfactorily described by a force
balance that applies experimental values from the literature and an apparent emulsion viscosity of Newtonian character. In contrast,
the values derived from the literature for key model parameters related to the bubble wake zone (such as the upward velocity of the
tracer), which are derived from measurements carried out under cold laboratory-scale conditions, are known to underestimate
systematically the measurements relevant to hot large-scale conditions. When applying values measured in a fluid-dynamically
downscaled fluidized bed (Köhler et al. Powder Technol., 2017, 316, 492−499), the modeled axial mixing of fuel tracers shows good
agreement with the experimental data.
1. INTRODUCTION
Fluidized bed (FB) units have been used commercially for the
combustion and gasification of solid fuels since the early
1970s.2 Solid fuel conversion uses the two existing types of FB
units: bubbling fluidized beds (BFBs) and circulating fluidized
beds (CFBs). CFB units differ from the more basic BFB units
in that they are operated at higher fluidization velocities,
yielding higher levels of specific fuel conversion for a given
cross-sectional area, making them suitable for application at
larger scales (up to several hundreds of megawatts).2 The
higher investment costs associated with CFB units (e.g., a
cyclone and solid recirculation system are needed to prevent
the entrained solids to escape the system) are compensated
with higher combustion efficiency. BFB boilers are preferably
used for lower thermal capacity and thus typically fed with
local fuels with higher transport costs in terms of energy
density (such as waste and biomass). Despite their obvious
design and operational differences, BFB and CFB units for
solid fuel conversion use Geldart B group solids3 as the bed
material, yielding the formation of bubbles at the bottom grid
of the reactor, which travel upward through a dense bed. In
this situation, the dense region in the lower part of the unit,
which is the focus of the present work, has been shown to
behave similarly in both types of units in terms of fluid
dynamics (see, for example, the work of Svensson et al.4),
albeit with the appearance of a more intense “exploding type”
bubble flow in the CFBs than in the BFBs. Thus, as BFB and
CFB units for large-scale solid fuel conversion involve similar
underlying mechanisms for the mixing of the solids (both bed
materials and fuel particles) in the bottom region, the present
work is of relevance for both types of units.
The axial mixing of the fuel particles has a strong impact on
the fuel conversion rate since the fuel that is immersed in the
dense bed and the fuel that is located at the dense bed surface
experience different heat and mass transfer phenomena. For
the fuel located at the dense bed surface, the presence of fewer
bulk particles in the surrounding milieu leads to enhancement
of mass transfer and a decrease in heat transfer, as compared to
an immersed fuel particle.5 It has also been found that char
particles that originate from the same fuel have a higher
reactivity when devolatilization has occurred inside the dense
bed rather than at the surface.6 Thus, axial fuel mixing affects
the fuel conversion rate in several ways. Furthermore, fuel
particles at the dense bed surface have been shown to
experience faster lateral mixing than immersed fuel,7 which
together with the abovementioned fuel conversion rate
emphasizes an important aspect for consideration during
furnace design.
Studies in the literature on the axial mixing of larger particles
in a fluidized bed have mainly been experimental in nature.
Among the first researchers to study the axial mixing of fuel
particles were Nienow et al.,8 who observed the flotsam
behavior, that is, a tendency to settle floating on the dense bed
surface, of coal-like particles at low fluidization velocities. Two-
dimensional laboratory beds with particle tracking applying
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optical methods have been frequently used in studies that have
provided tracer trajectories (and all the flow pattern data
derived therefrom).9−12 Three-dimensional beds require more
advanced methods, such as radioactive particle tracking13,14 or
the more recently developed methods like positron emission
particle tracking15 and magnetic resonance imaging.16
However, the value of such data sampled under cold
conditions is limited to a qualitative frame, regarding their
applicability to hot conditions.
The combination of modeling and experimental work
represents a valuable tool for increasing our understanding of
fuel mixing under various FB conditions, with the aim of
building design tools for the development and reliable scale-up
of FB units.17 Two main modeling approaches are used to
describe large-scale FB units: semiempirical modeling, in which
the velocity fields of the gas and bulk solids are not solved by
momentum balances but rather by simpler models and
assumptions; and computational fluid dynamics (CFD), in
which transport equations for mass, momentum, and heat are
solved. While semiempirical models are nongeneric in their
formulation, they are reliable mainly within the limited
(interpolative) ranges given by the empirical content used.
Semiempirical models have the advantage that they can
simulate the entire process at affordable computational costs
(hours), which makes them a powerful tool for design and
engineering purposes,18−20 although there obviously is a
reliance on their underlying assumptions and empirical
data.18−20 In contrast, CFD models build on generic equations
that are not limited to any given range of operational
conditions and provide results for momentum transfer. As a
drawback, CFD models for FB units are not yet fully mature,
mainly due to difficulties associated with resolving the solid
flow structures at the subgrid level. Therefore, they present
with some level of uncertainty in the simulation results and are
also computationally costly (requiring months of computing if
solving conditions relevant for commercial FB boilers).
The present work aims at expanding current knowledge of
solid mixing by describing the axial mixing of a large spherical
particle (representative of an FB fuel) in the bottom region of a
fluidized bed. For this, semiempirical modeling and exper-
imental work are combined. Correlations with data from the
literature for the bubble and solid flows are evaluated and used.
To describe the motion of a tracer particle that is
representative of a typical fuel particle in the emulsion phase,
the equation of motion of the particle is solved. The model
uses experimental tracer particle data, both original results and
data previously obtained by the authors,1,21 sampled in a 3D
fluid-dynamically downscaled unit by means of magnetic
particle tracking (MPT). By up-scaling the experimental data,
the model can be validated against data relevant to hot
industrial-scale conditions, a method, whose results are in good
qualitative and quantitative agreement with experiments in
actual hot industrial-scale units as shown by Sette et al.22
Once validated, the model is used to study the relevancies of
different mechanisms and parameters in relation to axial solid
mixing.
2. MODELING
The model used to describe axial mixing of the fuel particles in
the dense region of a fluidized bed considers not only the
splash zone above the dense bed surface but also two distinct
zones in the dense bed: (1) the bubble wake zone, which
consists of gas in the form of bubbles and bed solids that are
dragged upward in the bubble wake; and (2) the bubble-free
emulsion zone, in which gas flows upward while bed solids sink
so as to compensate for rising wake solids. A schematic of the
model showing the movements of the fuel particles, gases, and
bulk solids is presented in Figure 1.
The bubble wake zone is associated with the upward flow of
bubbles and solids (including fuel particles), whereas the
emulsion zone contains bulk solids that are flowing downward
and fuel particles that tend to flow upward or downward,
depending on the net balance of forces acting upon them. The
splash zone has its origin in the ejection of solids from bubbles
erupting at the dense bed surface. The lateral scattering of
solids and fuel particles after the ejection will depend on the
bubble velocity and a scattering angle.
It is generally accepted in the literature that gas bubbles are
the main driving force of solid mixing,23 while three main
mechanisms are identified:24 wake lifting, solids sinking around
the bubbles, and solids scattering through bubble eruption on
the bed surface. In this model, all mixing of the bed material
and, therefore, fuel particles is assumed to be caused by the
ascension of bubbles through the bed and their eruption at the
dense bed surface. Thus, an appropriate description of the
bubble flow characteristics is crucial for determining the solid
mixing.
2.1. Modeling Bubble Flow. Models to describe bubbles
in fluidized beds were earlier discussed by Davidson and
Harrison,25 who divided the bed into two phases: a gas flow at
the minimum fluidization velocity passing through a particulate
phase and becoming a gas−solid emulsion with constant
voidage and the remaining gas rising as bubbles through a
solid-free gas phase.26 However, under conditions that are
typical for commercial solid fuel conversion units, this
approach was found to overestimate the expansion of the
bed as a consequence of the bubbles, and the presence of a
significant gas throughflow must be considered.27−29 The
presence of the throughflow results in a bubble flow rate lower
than in the original theory (where all the excess gas contributes
to the bubble flow), while the gas−solid emulsion is still at the
minimum fluidization velocity. Thus, the total gas flow into the
bed is the sum of the flow through the emulsion phase, the
Figure 1. Schematic of the model that describes the mixing of a
spherical tracer particle that is representative of a typical fuel particle.
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visible bubble flow, and the throughflow, and it can be
expressed as
u u u uo mf vis tf= + + (1)
The visible bubble flow can be expressed with the volume
fraction of the bubble phase, commonly denoted as bubble
density δ
u uvis bδ= (2)
In the original two-phase theory, the bubble rise velocity in
beds with multiple bubbles was given by superimposing the
rise velocity of a single bubble in a large bed with the excess gas
velocity used to fluidize the bed. Considering the through-
flow,29 the bubble rise velocity results in
u u u u ub o mf tr br= − − + (3)
Based on an early theoretical derivation of the rising velocity
of a single bubble released in a liquid,30 Davidson and
Harrison25 compared different empirical expressions for a
single bubble in a large bed at the minimum fluidization, and
they suggested an expression that subsequently has entered
common usage
u g D0.711br b= × × (4)
where Db is the equivalent diameter of a sphere with the same
volume as the bubble cap.
There are many different expressions for the bubble
diameter in the literature.23,31−33 The bubble diameter
increases up through the bed, mainly as a result of coalescence
with other bubbles. In this work, the correlation of Darton et
al.32 is used to predict the bubble diameter, which is
particularly suitable for freely bubbling beds, considering
growth by coalescence with other bubbles, and it is found to
correlate well with the experimental data from other authors.29
The equation for the bubble diameter is





0.8= − × +− (5)
Incorporating the bubble diameter of Darton et al.32 into
eq 4 gives





0.4= − × + (6)
where z is the vertical location of the bubble, and A0 is the
bubble catchment area (a grid design parameter).







+ − − (7)
where utf is the throughflow, which is found to be relevant from
excess velocities above 0.19 m/s. The bed voidage along the
dense bed height and, therefore, the bubble density, is
constant, as shown by time-averaged pressure measurements
inside the dense bed, yielding a linear pressure drop over the
bed height.4 With this, the basis for an expression that
describes the throughflow is obtained from eq 729
u f z A u u(1 ( 4 ) )( )tf 2 0
0.4
o mf= − + − (8)
where f 2 is an empirical expression derived from experiments.
Johnsson et al.29 used bed voidage measurements in a large-
scale bubbling fluidized bed under hot conditions to correlate
the following expression for f 2
f D
u u





= [ + − ]
× [ + − ]− (9)
where Ds is the average diameter of the bed solids. Their
experiments covered sand of various particle diameters (0.15−
0.79 mm) and fluidization velocities from 0.02 m/s and up
to 3 m/s.
Finally, the bubble velocity, ub, can be extracted from the
description of the bubble flow and used to simulate the mixing
of a fuel particle.
2.2. Modeling Fuel Mixing. Below, the modeling
expressions describing the axial mixing of a fuel particle (i.e.,
a spherical particle that is larger and lighter than the bed
particles) in the different zones considered in Figure 1 are
given. The order followed is that of a mixing cycle: starting
with the rise of the fuel particle caused by wake solids, it is
eventually ejected into the splash zone, lands back on the
dense bed surface, and immerses the dense bed to, at some
point, be caught up by a new bubble wake, thus closing the
cycle.
The model is implemented as dynamic Lagrangian tracking
with time marching:34 in each timestep (which is in the order
of 10−2 s), the acceleration of the single fuel particle is
determined from which the velocity, the axial location, and the
phase containing the fuel particle in the next timestep can be
derived. Like this, the trajectory of the particle is obtained,
while the dynamic simulation is run until sufficiently robust
statistics are achieved (typically after simulated times in the
order of 103 s). The acceleration or velocity of the fuel particle
respectively is determined differently dependent on the zone
the particle is located in.
2.2.1. Bubble Wake Zone. Within the bubble wake zone,
the rise velocity of the fuel particle is slower than that of the
bubbles as it is typically not dragged up in a single bubble wake
but undergoes consecutive joining and detaching from
different wake regions. Thus, the velocity of the fuel particle
is expressed as a fraction of the bubble rise velocity, as
expressed in eq 10
u up bα= × (10)
The values of α are discussed in connection to the
experimental work described in Section 3.
2.2.2. Splash Zone. Once the fuel particle in the bubble
wake reaches the dense bed surface, it is ejected into the splash
zone by the erupting bubble. The vertical component of the
ejection velocity of the tracer depends on the bubble velocity
at the dense bed height and the ejection angle, θ, which is in
the range of 0−90°
u u cos( )z Hstart b b θ= | ×= (11)
The model considers a scatter in eq 11 based on
experiments,35 showing that the ratio of the experimental
mean values of the left- and right-hand sides of eq 11 follows a
Gaussian distribution, with a mean of 1 and a standard
deviation of 0.32. The probability density function of the
ejection angle, θ, is also taken from these experiments35
p( ) 0.046 exp( 0.045 )θ θ= − (12)
Having a certain vertical component of the ejection velocity,
the particle is assumed to follow a ballistic movement in the
splash zone, with gravity as the sole force. Thus, the ejected
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particle eventually lands back on the dense bed surface, where
it joins the emulsion zone with the sinking solids.
2.2.3. Emulsion Zone and Sinking Solids. The motion of a
fuel particle in the emulsion zone, in terms of acceleration, is
defined by the sum of the forces acting on it, that is, the
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(13)
While the gravitational and buoyancy forces (represented by
the first right-hand term in eq 13) consist of known variables,
determination of the drag force (second right-hand term)
requires knowledge of the velocity of the sinking bulk solids.
From a mass balance performed on the bulk solids, the











where fw is the wake volume fraction of the rising bubbles.
23
The values for this parameter are available from experiments
using Geldart B particles of various sizes and densities.36
Regarding the drag force, the drag coefficient acting on the
fuel particle can be calculated from the Reynolds number
knowing the regime of the flow around the particle. For
Re > 0.5, the flow might separate from the fuel particle, so for
this transition regime, a common correlation used for spherical








The Reynolds number is calculated by assuming that the
emulsion zone has a Newtonian character such that a constant
apparent viscosity is used. This assumption is based on
experimental findings with the falling sphere method
conducted in a cold laboratory-scale bed of sand by Rees et
al.,38 which were further supported by experiments performed
by the authors.21 The present work uses an up-scaled value for
the viscosity of the gas−solid emulsion of 1.24 Pa s, as
determined by Rees et al.38
The force balance in eq 13 may be extended by an additional
lift force that results from the formation of endogenous
bubbles39 as high fluxes of gas (moisture and volatiles) are
released from the fuel particle during the first conversion
stages. The lift force related to this effect is expressed as39




where Q is the volume flow of the gases released from the
particle, in which if one assumes a constant release, the rate can
be calculated using the proximate fuel composition and a
characteristic time for simultaneous drying and devolatiliza-
tion. Here, for simplicity, an experimental correlation is used to




1.44 1.61τ = × − (17)
With the given force balance (eq 13) and expressions for the
drag force, a theoretical investigation is made of the height in
the bed at which the forces acting on the still fuel particle (i.e.,
the particle velocity is zero) balance out. In other words, this is
the height at which the studied particle would end up if it was
not captured by rising bubble wakes. This provides a clearer
picture of the impacts that different parameters have on the
force balance. Figure 2 shows the influences of tracer particle
size (big tracer), density (biochar tracer), and bed viscosity
(high viscosity) on this balancing height with increasing
fluidization velocity. As a reference case, published38 values for
the viscosity and wake fraction (μ0 = 0.5 Pa s; fw = 0.38) were
taken, and a biomass spherical particle (4 cm, 813 kg/m3) was
used. Increasing the viscosity to 5 × μ0 yields an increase in
drag force, shifting a certain balancing height to lower
fluidization velocities. A lighter (biochar) or larger tracer
requires a higher fluidization velocity to reach a given
balancing height as the buoyancy force becomes more
pronounced.
Furthermore, the expressions listed in this subsection can be
used to estimate what is here termed the “immersion velocity”,
that is, the threshold value of the fluidization velocity for which
the fuel particle will start to experience sufficient drag from the
bulk solids to become immersed in the bed and therefore
transition from a purely flotsam behavior. Figure 3 shows the
dependencies of the immersion velocity on bed height, shown
to have little influence, and on the particle diameter and
density, which yield a higher immersion velocity when
increased and decreased, respectively. Note that while higher
Figure 2. Balancing height in the bed (calculated using eq 13) versus
fluidization velocity for various tracer sizes and densities and apparent
bed viscosities. Reference case: fresh biomass, 4 cm in diameter, 810
kg/m3, and μe = 1.23 Pa s.
Figure 3. Immersion velocity (calculated from eq 13 versus fixed bed
height, tracer size and density, apparent bed viscosity, and added lift
force (Flift). Reference case: fresh biomass, 4 cm in diameter, 810 kg/
m3, and μe = 1.23 Pa s.
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dense beds yield larger splash zones, the splash zone itself does
not have any net contribution in terms of solid flow, that is, the
same flow of solids entering it by splashing is leaving it back to
the bed surface by gravity.
2.2.4. Transfer between the Emulsion and Bubble Wake
Zones. The probability that the fuel particle will transfer from
the bubble wake zone to the sinking solid emulsion zone was
evaluated from experimental data acquired in a previous
study.1 Characterized by very low measured probability values,
the mechanism was identified as playing a negligible role in the
axial mixing of the studied tracers (resembling fuel particles)
and was therefore not considered in the modeling. Instead, the
transfer from the bubble wake to the emulsion zone was
considered to occur exclusively through an indirect path
involving ejection of the fuel particle into the splash zone and
subsequent landing on the dense bed surface, that is, the
emulsion zone.
From the same experimental data,1 but investigating the
opposite direction, when located in the emulsion zone, the fuel
particle was likely to be captured by the wake region of passing
bubbles and to start to rise, thereby being dragged into the
bubble wake zone. This transfer from the emulsion zone into
the rising bubble wake zone is considered to occur with a
probability, q, each time a bubble passes the bed height at
which the particle is located.11 Obviously, high probability
values imply short residence times in the sinking solid phase
and thus low immersion depth. These q values can be extracted
from experimental data, as discussed in Section 3.3.
2.3. Modeling a Converting Biomass Particle. Finally,
the axial mixing of a biomass particle undergoing conversion is
simulated by introducing two conversion stages: (i) drying and
devolatilization and (ii) char combustion. In the first stage, the
moisture and volatiles are released from the particle and create
a lift force acting on the particle, as described previously. A
shrinking density model is assumed, with the particle density
ρp decreasing linearly from the fresh biomass density ρI to the














For the second stage, that is, char conversion, a shrinking
sphere model is assumed, which yields a constant particle
density equal to that achieved after the first conversion stage,












= − Ω ∞
(19)
where Ω is the stoichiometric coefficient, which has a value of
2 when assuming complete conversion. CO2∞ is the oxygen
concentration distant from the particle, which is assumed to be
15%, and DAB is the diffusivity of oxygen in nitrogen, which is
taken as 2.07 × 10−4 m2/s. The time of char conversion is












Together with the time of drying and devolatilization, the
time of char conversion contributes to the total modeling time
of the converting biomass particle.
3. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
The experimental data to be used as input and validation data in the
semiempirical model are extracted from the measured trajectories of
spherical tracer particles in a fluid-dynamically downscaled fluidized
bed.1
3.1. Experimental Setup. The trajectories, from which tracer
distributions and velocity fields can be extracted, were obtained by
MPT, a method previously presented by the authors,41 which uses
anisotropic magnetoresistive (AMR) sensors to measure the variation
of an electric field generated by the permanent magnet used as the
tracer. In the study, four three-axis AMR sensor assemblies are
mounted at each side of the squared bed, generating a measurement
point by 4 × 3 sensors. The overdetermined system with five variables
(position in three dimensions and orientation) is then solved by
minimizing the squared difference between the modeled and
measured magnetic field. For further details on the measurement
technique, the reader is referred to the study of Sette et al.42
The fluid-dynamically downscaled bed (0.17 × 0.17 m2 in cross
section), which consisted of fine bronze particles, was fluidized with
ambient air. Applying fluid dynamic scaling as described by Glicksman
et al.,43 this resembles a 0.74 × 0.74 m2 bed with 250 μm sand/ash
(2600 kg/m3) fluidized with air at 800 °C. The gas distributor was a
perforated plate with a low pressure drop, maintaining the distributor-
to-bed pressure ratio typically seen in large-scale units. The tracer
particles were spherical with densities corresponding to those of (i)
the bed emulsion at the minimum fluidization velocity (neutrally
buoyant), (ii) fresh biomass, and (iii) a light biochar particle. The
results extracted from the neutrally buoyant tracer are used to extract
values for empirical parameters in the modeling: the probability to
start rising, q. After this, tests with tracer particles representing fresh
biomass and biochar particles are used to validate the model. Table 1
gives general information about the main parameters of the
experimental setup. Note that the data presented in this paper always
relate to hot up-scaled conditions.
For the smallest tracers (corresponding to 4 cm on an up-scaled
basis), the data were taken from a previous work conducted by the
authors,1 while original experimental data with up-scaled sizes of 8
and 12 cm were generated for the present work.
3.2. Fuel-to-Bubble Velocity Ratio. Previous studies have
estimated the velocities of large objects in fluidized beds to be in
the range of 10−30% of the bubble velocity.8−10,12,44 This span in the
published values is mainly attributed to the wide variety of units
(pseudo-2D and pseudo-3D of various sizes but all operated under
cold conditions), solids, and operational conditions applied. However,
an original analysis of previous measurements by the authors1 and
with quantitative relevance for hot conditions reveals much higher
values for α and a decreasing trend with increasing excess gas velocity,
as shown in Figure 4. Here, α is calculated with the measured upward
velocity of the tracer and the bubble velocity from eq 3 using the
correlation of Darton et al.32 to predict the bubble diameter averaged
over the bed height. Furthermore, for the studied conditions, α is
shown to be relatively independent of the tracer density.






temperature (°C) 20 800




fluidization velocity (m/s) 0.028−0.253 0.059−0.528
bed material mean particle diameter
(μm)
60 250
bed material solid density (kg/m3) 8900 2600
tracer diameter (m) 0.01; 0.02; 0.03 0.04; 0.08; 0.12
tracer density (kg/m3) 1465; 2980;
4320
400; 810; 1180
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3.3. Probability of the Tracer to Start Rising. Figure 5 shows
the probability q for a spherical tracer of 4 cm in diameter and a
density of 1180 kg/m3 (neutrally buoyant) to start rising in the bed.
The fixed bed height was around 30 cm, and the fluidization velocities
ranged from 0.12 to 0.54 m/s. It is assumed that under these bubbling
conditions, the axial mixing is not strongly affected by the presence of
the walls, as there were 2 × 2 bubble paths obtained, and no slagging
was observed. To find q the valleys of the time series of the vertical
position of the tracer are extracted, that is, this is where the tracer
starts to rise. Valleys with a prominence less than 1.5 cm are ignored
to make sure that only circulation of the tracer is captured and small
vibrations and floating are filtered out. The number of valleys in each
horizontal slice is normalized with the total number of found valleys,
the measurement frequency, and the bubble frequency at the studied
height.
As shown in Figure 5, the probability that the particle will transfer
into the bubble wake zone is the highest close to the bottom of the
bed and decreases gradually with increasing height in the bed.
Increasing the fluidization velocity increases the phase-change
probability as the bubbles grow bigger and the bubble density
increases, making it more likely that tracer particles will be dragged
along. The influences of tracer size and density have also been
investigated, although no clear trend for lighter and/or bigger particles
was observed. A partial explanation for this is the flotsam behaviors of
these tracers, which make it difficult to gather enough representative
measurement points inside the dense bed for the cases in which
buoyancy forces predominate.
As the goal of this work is to provide a model with easy
implementation, the sensitivity of the model results when using
different assumptions for the probability to transfer into the bubble
wake zone was assessed. The model results for typical conditions were
very similar when using the height-resolved probability curves
corresponding to each case, constant (height-averaged) probability
values corresponding to each case, or the same constant probability
value for all the cases. Thus, given this low-level sensitivity, a constant
value with a height of q = 0.21 was applied to all the modeled cases.
4. RESULTS
This section summarizes the main findings of the work, starting
with model validation against experimental data1 and then
analyzing the sensitivity of the model results for different
parameters.
4.1. Model Validation. Figure 6 compares the measured1
and modeled probability density function (PDF) of the particle
axial location for various fluidization velocities and particle
densities. Initially, a value for the wake fraction of fw = 0.94 was
obtained by minimizing the squared error between the
modeled and measured data. As shown in Figure 6, the
model reproduces the trends observed in the experiments, that
is, increasing the fluidization velocity results in better axial
mixing and lighter particles are more prone to float on the bed
surface at low fluidization velocities.
The axial-segregating tendency of the fuel, which, as
mentioned in Section 1, is a critical phenomenon in the
design of FB units for solid fuel conversion, can be represented
as the fraction of time spent by the particle on and above the
dense bed surface. In Figure 8, the measured and modeled
values for this time share are plotted against the fluidization
velocity for two different particle densities. The axial location
Figure 4. Tracer-to-bubble velocity ratio, α, versus excess gas velocity,
u0 − umf. Calculated with measured data from three tracer particles (4
cm, 400/810/1180 kg/m3)1 and according to eq 3.
Figure 5. Measured probabilities to transfer from the sinking
emulsion to the bubble wake solid zone, q. Tracer particle: Dp = 4 cm,
ρp = 1180 kg/m
3, H0 = 30 cm, and u0 = 0.06−0.54 m/s.
Figure 6. Measured1 and modeled probability density functions for the vertical location of a fuel particle for two different excess velocities (0.13
and 0.43 m/s). Dp = 4 cm. (A) Fresh biomass. (B) Biochar.
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of the dense bed surface, that is, the dense bed height, was
determined from experiments conducted with a fully flotsam
tracer. It should be noted that these experiments did not give a
distinct value but a continuous distribution, which reflects the
fluctuating nature of the dense bed height due to the strong
dynamics. As can be seen in Figure 7, with increasing
fluidization velocity, the bed height is first increased, and
fluctuations become higher until the bed height stabilizes
around 0.3 m with a standard deviation of around 0.07 m as
indicated by the error bars.
In Figure 8, the fraction of time spent by the particle on and
above the dense bed surface is corrected with the bed height
distribution at each fluidization velocity in the experiments. In
the experimental work,1 three mixing regimes were identified
for tracers with typical fuel particle densities (i.e., with a
density lower than that of the gas−solid emulsion), which are
also reproduced by the modeled data: (1) a purely flotsam
regime occurring at low fluidization velocities, (2) a transition
regime over which an increase in fluidization velocity results in
a rapidly decreased presence of fuel particles at the bed surface,
and (3) a fully developed mixing regime in which the presence
of particles at the bed surface and the splash zone remains
constant with the fluidization velocity. The onset fluidization
velocities between the regimes depend mainly on the tracer
properties. Note that although the model was able to
reproduce the three abovementioned regimes and to provide
a PDF for the tracer axial location that was in satisfactory
agreement with the experimental results, the fully developed
mixing regime of the modeled data has a systematic higher
proportion of tracer observations on the bed surface than the
corresponding experiments. The main reason for this is that
while the model uses a constant dense bed height, this
fluctuates strongly in the experiments. In experiments, a tracer
particle floating on the dense bed surface when the dense bed
is below its time-averaged height will be counted as immersed,
which complicates the quantitative comparison between the
model and measurements.
4.2. Sensitivity Analysis. To identify the key parameters
that influence the axial mixing of fuel particles, the model is
used to compare the results from a reference case with those
obtained when varying selected parameters. Table 2 gives an
overview of the input values used as the reference case in the
model. The reference case simulates a fresh biomass particle
with 4 cm in diameter and a density of 1230 kg/m3, while the
bed viscosity was set to 1.23 Pa s and the lift force generated
from released volatiles was included in the model. Note that as
the reference case is different from the validation case and the
experiments, the measurement results are not included for
comparison.
Figure 9 shows the modeled share of time spent by the
biochar fuel particle on and above the dense bed surface as a
function of the fluidization velocity for varying apparent
viscosities of the emulsion. The viscosity exerts a rather strong
influence on the mixing of the fuel particle, with a much higher
viscosity, resulting in the fuel starting to be dragged into the
bed at lower fluidization velocities and, with an increased
Figure 7. Bed height, Hb (m), versus excess gas velocity, u0 − umf (m/
s) as obtained from a purely flotsam tracer (1180 kg/m3, 0.12 m).
Figure 8.Modeled and experimental time fractions spent by the fuel particle on and above the dense bed surface, Ffb (%), versus excess gas velocity,
u0 − umf (m/s) for varying fuel density (see Table 1).
Table 2. Main Parameter for the Reference Case
temperature 800 °C
bed material density 2600 kg/m3
bed material size 250 μm
bed height (H0) 0.3 m
fuel particle diameter (Dp) 0.04 m
fuel particle density (ρp) 1230 kg/m
3
timestep 0.02 s
total modeling time 900 s
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fluidization velocity, seldom observation of the fuel particle
outside the dense bed.
The influence of the model for bubble growth on the time
fraction spent by the fuel particle on and above the dense bed
surface was investigated. Three different bubble models32,45,46
were tested, although the choice of model had very little effect
on the axial mixing behaviors of the fuel particles.
The influence of the fuel-to-bubble velocity ratio, α, was also
investigated. The values obtained in experiments, which vary
over fluidization velocity (Figure 4), and the much lower
values found in the literature, which remain constant over the
fluidization velocity, were investigated. The influence of α on
the axial mixing was significant only for low α values
(approximately <0.15). This, together with the results of the
sensitivity analysis shown in Figure 9, indicates that the
dominating mechanisms in the emulsion zone have a major
impact on the axial mixing of the fuel particle, while the model
is less sensitive on the parameters in the bubble wake zone.
The effect on the immersion velocity (Figure 3) when
including the lift force in the force balance suggests that the lift
force has an influence on the axial mixing of the fresh biomass
particles in the model. Figure 10 shows this effect of the lift
force on the time fraction that the fuel particle spent on and
above the dense bed versus fluidization velocity. When
including the lift force, which is in the order of magnitude of
the gravitational and buoyancy forces, the fuel particles spend
significantly more time on the bed surface for fluidization
velocities in the transition regime, as compared to a situation in
which the lift force is excluded. As the drag of the bed solids on
the fuel particle increases with increasing excess velocity, the
effect of the lift force is reduced.
4.3. Modeling a Converting Biomass Particle. Finally,
the model is used to simulate the axial mixing of a biomass
particle that is undergoing drying, devolatilization, and char
conversion. The fuel is assumed to be a spherical biomass
particle with 8 wt % moisture and a carbon content of 47 wt %
(typical value for biomass pellets produced from forest wood).
Table 3 gives an overview of the input values for the model.
Figure 11 shows the probability that the converting biomass
particle will be present in one of three areas (dense bed, bed
surface, and splash zone) as conversion proceeds. The bed
surface is defined as an area that includes the bed height of
±1 cm. The start of char conversion is indicated with dashed
lines. The total modeling time is divided into timesteps of 30 s.
Figure 9.Modeled influence of the apparent viscosity of the emulsion on the time fraction that the fuel particle spends on or above the bed surface,
Ffb (%), versus the excess velocity, u0 − umf (m/s). Reference case: fresh biomass, 4 cm in diameter, and μe = 1.23 Pa s, including lift force.
Figure 10. Modeled effect of the lift force on the time fraction that the fuel particles spent on and above the dense bed versus fluidization velocity.
Fresh biomass and biochar, 4 cm in diameter, and μe = 1.23 Pa s.
Table 3. Input Parameters for Modeling a Converting
Biomass Particle
parameter value
tracer initial diameter (Di) 0.02 m
density of fresh biomass (ρI) 813 kg/m
3
density of char biomass (ρII) 380 kg/m
3
time for volatilization (τvol) 119 s
time for char conversion (τch) 214 s
timestep 10−4 s
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With a smaller timestep of 10−4 s, the model is able to resolve
the velocity of the particle until 99.8% of its original mass of
char is converted. For a particle diameter of <3 mm, the
timestep should be even smaller to resolve properly the mixing
of the particle as it approaches full conversion. However, it
should be noted that the char particle is probably elutriated
into the freeboard once the diameter is sufficiently small.
Figure 11A shows the probability distribution for an excess
velocity of u0 − umf = 0.13 m/s. At this low fluidization
velocity, the biomass particle exhibits a more flotsam behavior
during drying and devolatilization (when the particle density is
reduced), while the probability that the particle will be present
in the splash zone does not change significantly. Once it enters
the char conversion stage, the change in particle diameter has a
little effect on the distribution between the three zones.
As depicted in Figure 11B, which shows the distribution for
a higher excess velocity of u0 − umf = 0.37 m/s, the particle is
less prone to float on the bed surface (cf. the lower fluidization
velocity in Figure 11A). Instead, mixing into the dense bed is
increased during drying and devolatilization, together with the
time spent in the splash zone. This is a consequence of larger
bubbles being formed, which enhance the movement of the
bed material and cause more vigorous bubble eruptions. With
the decreases in density and particle size as conversion
advances, the time spent in the splash zone is slightly
increased, which can be explained by the lighter particle
being ejected higher up into the splash zone.
Figure 12 shows how an increase in excess velocity
influences the probability of the biomass particle being located
within the dense bed, bed surface, or splash zone, as obtained
from the modeling. With increasing fluidization, the bubbles
become bigger and the probability that the biomass particle
will be mixed into the dense bed increases to around 50%,
where it remains despite increasing fluidization velocity, while
the time that the particle floats on the bed surface decreases
significantly and the occurrence in the splash zone increases
roughly linearly. The latter phenomenon can be explained as
the growth of the bubbles causing a higher ejection velocity of
the particle into the splash zone such that the particles reach
higher up in the freeboard where they consequently spend
longer time. The results shown in Figure 12 are qualitatively
similar to those reported by Yang et al.,47 who measured the
mixing of biomass particles under conversion in a 2D bed
under hot conditions.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We show that the axial mixing of a fuel particle in the bottom
region of a fluidized bed can be mathematically described in
semiempirical modeling, giving good agreement with actual
measurements. The model is based on the definition of two
solid zones in the dense bed (bubble wake and emulsion) and
one in the splash zone, each of which displays a characteristic
flow pattern for the fuel particle. Of these zones, the mixing in
the emulsion zone has the strongest impact on the final axial
distribution of the fuel. In the emulsion zone, fuel mixing can
be described in a satisfactory way by a force balance that
considers both the buoyancy toward the bed emulsion and the
drag force from the sinking bed material. Three parameters are
found to be highly relevant for the axial fuel mixing: (i) the
apparent viscosity of the emulsion, (ii) the bubble wake
volume, and (iii) the rising velocity of the tracer in the bubble
wake. The model shows good agreement with measurement
values obtained for the three respective parameters: an
apparent viscosity of 1.24 Pa s (taken from the literature38),
a bubble wake volume ratio of 0.94 (fitted value), and a fuel-to-
bubble velocity ratio that decreases from 0.94 to 0.55 with the
fluidization velocity (taken from experiments conducted under
fluid-dynamically scaled conditions1). Modeling the axial
mixing of a biomass particle that is undergoing conversion
yields results that are in agreement qualitatively with the
experimental data from the literature regarding measurement
in a pseudo-two-dimensional unit;47 with decreasing density,
the particle spends more time on the bed surface, while
increasing the fluidization enhances axial mixing regardless of
particle density or size.
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■ NOTATION
Roman Letters
A0 = bubble catchment area (m
2)
Cd = drag coefficient
D = diameter (m)
f 2 = empirical expression
Flift = lift force (N)
fw = bubble wake fraction
g = gravitational constant (m/s2)
H0 = fixed bed height (m)
m = mass of fuel particle (kg)
Q = released gas flow rate (m3/s)
q = probability to start rising (%)
t = time (s)
u = velocity (m/s)
z = axial position (m)
Greek Letters
α = fuel-to-bubble velocity ratio
δ = bubble fraction
θ = ejection angle (°)
μ = apparent viscosity (Pa s)
ρ = density (kg/m3)
τ = time (s)
Indices
b = bubble
br = single bubble
ch = char conversion
e = emulsion
im = immersion
mf = minimum fluidization
o = initial
p = fuel particle
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